




T H E  L A P  O F  L U X U R Y

Impeccable service, exceptional surroundings and creative flourish are blended harmoniously at the Amarin Seminyak.

With its name fittingly meaning ‘heavenly’ in Sanskrit, this luxury boutique hotel is moving the hospitality bar even higher, 
with the personality and passion to satisfy even the most travel-savvy of guests.

Indulgence, in the form of inspirationally-designed guest rooms, divine spa services and legendary hospitality, 
lies waiting for each guest.

Arriving on the scene late 2014, the Amarin Seminyak is set to become one of the most coveted hotel destinations in Bali. 

A heavenly experience awaits.
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Presenting 157 guest rooms, with incarnations of both deluxe and suite formats to choose from, the Amarin Seminyak Bali balances 
boutique intimacy with professional consistency. Over its ample space of five stories, the ocean-facing main building is nestled in 
landscaped fauna and offers exemplary transport links, just a brief 25 minute drive from Ngurah Rai International Airport.

Combining contemporary comfort, unconventional design and breathtaking ambiance, the Amarin Seminyak Bali is positioned at 
the heart of one of Bali's lifestyle hubs, and just a stone's throw from the beach.

Brought to life by leading property developer PT Citra Seminyak and renowned architects and interior designers ESA International, 
the Amarin Seminyak Bali is the perfect expression of modern world-class hospitality. Combining rich earth tones, refined aesthetic 
touches and a glamourous contemporary flair, the hotel represents an exciting new destination for relaxation and fun seekers.

Featuring holistic construction materials including river stone and merbau timber, boosted by earthquake resistant technology, 
the Amarin Seminyak Bali sets out to balance sublime comfort and style with cutting-edge sophistication.



A  H E A V E N L Y  E X P E R I E N C E  A W A I T S

Be prepared to experience an unparalleled personalised approach to service at the Amarin Seminyak Bali.
 

Pairing individualised attention to detail with gracious efficiency, 'Guest Hosts' will be prepared to make 
arrangements for a plethora of services in any of the hotel's facilities or, for the discovery-spirited, 

activities and transportation outside of the hotel 

Echoing the Amarin’s luxurious design philosophy, all service staff are clad in chic, customised attire. 

But the attention to detail also goes beyond the exterior. Be it a glass of mint tea while you check in, 
an honest smile as you walk past or helping you select a duvet to help you best sleep in 

comfort that night, you can expect a genuine attentive experience from the moment you arrive.



B O U T I Q U E  C H I C
Showcasing a breathtaking 16m long infinity pool, adorned with Gandio Blasco loungers for sun-worshipers, 

the Amarin Seminyak Bali hosts an abundance of opulent options for guests wishing to unwind or strike a path towards personal wellness. 

Two lagoon pools and a sky lounge mean no shortage of space to unwind. A fully-equipped gym and yoga deck are on hand for those 
looking for more strenuous activity, plus a kid’s playground and wading pool provide plenty to do for younger guests.



A HEAVENLY EXPERIENCE AWAITS
AMARIN SEMINYAK BALI



ARRIVE

Make your way up to the rooftop restaurant to capture that perfect Indonesian moment. 
Here, enjoy expertly-prepared food and mixologist-crafted cocktails against the backdrop of Bali’s magnificent sunsets. 

Asian and Western  fusion cuisine is created using locally-sourced produce for unsurpassed freshness. 
Going even further, the hotel assists the local community with direct farm investments and technical support to ensure a continuous 

supply of quality fresh vegetables, fruit and seafood. 

Romance-minded couples can take advantage of one of fourteen private cabanas to even further enhance this superlative setting.

D I V I N E  D I N I N G
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At Amarin Seminyak Bali, not a sense in the body is neglected. Nowhere is this truer than at the hotel's sumptuously laid-out spa, 
merging understated, exotic Moroccan design accents with a whole range of relaxation treatments. 

From soothing lighting and soul-calming music to refreshing local teas and truly rejuvenating services, the spa is a lavish sanctuary for 
personal indulgence. Six private treatment rooms with heated marble massage slabs, a hammam treatment room, a thalassotherapy 
room and even a couple's treatment room with Jacuzzi mean that no desire for personal pampering will be left insatiated.

M A X I M U M  R E L A X A T I O N
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Light-soaked, gorgeously decorated and complimented by an array of added comforts, 
rooms at the Amarin Seminyak Bali have been formed with the intention of creating a calming space that satisfies all modern desires.

Contemporary conveniences such as an iPod dock, espresso machine, 40 inch HD TV with IPTV internet service and all-inclusive mini bar
go far beyond standard offerings. A choice of duvet and pillows - cotton or feather and  down – can be arranged before or during your stay 

to satisfy all individual preferences.

W A K I N G  D R E A M S

Other special touches, such as skylights in the shower, TOTO sanitary fixtures and specially-formulated organic, 
 toiletries, all come together to further enhance the guest experience. Certain rooms also have direct access to the 

energising lagoon pools, or even personal plunge pools or Jacuzzis.



Integrating a pioneering 5 story ‘condotel’ concept, the Amarin Seminyak Bali also gives the opportunity for shrewd investors 
to be a part of this unique project, with benefits including rental returns, 21 free days stay per year, privilege cards and more.

 From USD158,000 onwards, you will be able to enjoy the all inclusive luxury and service of 
Amarin – Seminyak – Bali. 

For more information please contact:

Scott Goodfellow
scott@pure-sh.com

Room 101, Building 1,
Wan Ping Road, Shanghai 200040

Amarin Hotels and Resorts Sdn Bhd

Since 2003, the Amarin Group of companies has been involved in resorts, property development, property management and 
investments. The Amarin brand carries the hallmark of a sophisticated quality product giving it's customers an experience 

that is both indulgent and ultimate in luxury living. 

Amarin is driven by a team of dedicated profesionals with extensive experience in the property industry. 
They are committed to developing and managing some of the most sought after properties in Malaysia and the ASEAN 

region. From prime site selections, innovative architectural and environmentally friendly designs to safe and secure environ-
ments and luxurious settings; Amarin aims to be the privileged choice of the discerning few.

www.amarin.com.my 




